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PHIL 721, Section 002
Spring 2018 W 4:30 – 7:10 PM

Early Greek Philosophy in Context: Truth and Justice

Instructor: Prof. Cherubin
Office: Robinson B461
Office Hours: M W 3:00 – 4:00 PM; further times available by appointment
Office hours are “student hours”: times faculty have set aside specifically to meet with students.
Office Phone: 993-1332
Email (best way to reach me): rcherubi@gmu.edu

Description
        The inquiries that developed into what Plato and Aristotle called ‘philosophia’ arose in 
dialogue with other forms of learning and other sources of understanding. Specifically, they 
arose in dialogue with forms that were better-established and that were considered more 
authoritative: Greek (and to some extent Egyptian and Persian) religious learning and prophecy; 
epic, lyric, and tragic poetry; craft and technological knowledge; and, toward the end of the 
period, rhetoric.
        Early Greek poetry and religious tradition presented the values of alētheia and dikē -- very 
roughly, truth and justice -- as connected to one another and as something to which only those 
selected by the gods had substantial access. This seminar will investigate how early 
philosophical inquirers took up, interrogated, and transformed the understanding of alētheia and 
dikē, making them more inclusive (suggesting that anyone could pursue them through inquiry), 
and setting them up to be central to the philosophy to come. We will consider what alētheia and 
dikē meant and implied, as well as the roles they played in pre-philosophical and philosophical 
ancient Greek understandings of what is and how we might learn about it.
        Figures studied in this course will include Anaximander, Xenophanes, Heraclitus, 
Parmenides, Zeno, Gorgias, Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, Bacchylides, Aeschylus, and others as time 
may permit.
         Within the GMU PHIL MA program, this course fulfills the ancient/medieval philosophy 
requirement  and the 700-level/seminar requirement for the Traditional and Contemporary Focus 
and for the Philosophy and Cultural Theory concentration; and it fulfills the history of 
philosophy requirement for the Ethics and Public Affairs concentration.

Aims
The course aims to give students a background in early Greek philosophy and its context. 

We will focus on primary sources. Students will develop skill in reading ancient philosophical 
texts closely and critically; in writing both analytically and constructively; and in assessing 
secondary sources.  Students will develop familiarity with current approaches to reading early 
Greek philosophy, and will develop an understanding of current interpretations of its texts, 
contexts, and history.
        Students will also investigate whether or to what extent the questions, ideas, and ways of 
thinking developed by ancient philosophers may be used to address issues of present-day 
significance; and they will learn to assess, criticize constructively, and further develop these 
ancient contributions.
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Technology Skills
By the end of the semester students should be able to use e-mail; to use the Blackboard course 
management system; to use on-line library catalogs and other library databases including but not 
limited to Philosopher’s Index and Web of Science; to find reserve and non-reserve materials 
such as books and journal articles; to use word-processing programs to format documents with 
correct margins and footnotes or endnotes; to be able to access documents on the course web site,
on other web sites, and on the GMU electronic reserve system.

Please be sure that your GMU e-mail account is activated, and please check it 
regularly. University policies now require students to activate their GMU email accounts and to
check their GMU email regularly.1  (See http://masonlive.gmu.edu for help in setting up your 
account.) Official university communications (announcements; messages from Financial Aid, the
Library, instructors, etc.) are sent by email, and students are responsible for knowing the 
information conveyed in this way. If I need to contact you for any reason outside of class hours, I
will do so via your GMU email address. In addition, your GMU email username and 
password are required in order to use our course management software,  Blackboard.

Important general note from the University concerning  enrollment
Check PatriotWeb regularly to verify that you are registered for the classes for which you 

think you are registered. This is particularly important since students are no longer dropped for 
nonpayment. Faculty are not to grade the work of students whose names do not appear on the 
official class roster. If you are registered for a class you do not attend, you will not necessarily be
dropped automatically. Therefore if you wish to drop a class, do so through PatriotWeb. Once the
add and drop deadlines have passed, instructors do not have the authority to approve requests 
from students to add or drop/withdraw late.

Students are responsible for verifying their enrollment in this class. Schedule 
adjustments should be made by the deadlines published in the Schedule of Classes. (Deadlines 
each semester are published in the Schedule of Classes available from the Registrar's Website 
http://registrar.gmu.edu.) After the last day to drop a class, withdrawing from this class requires 
the approval of the dean and is only allowed for nonacademic reasons. Undergraduate students 
may choose to exercise a selective withdrawal. See the Schedule of Classes for selective 
withdrawal procedures.

Course Requirements
Required Texts

1. R. McKirahan, Philosophy Before Socrates, second edition. Hackett Publishing, 2010.
2. Some additional short texts and reference texts, along with original translations, 

supplements to lecture notes, etc. will be made available on Blackboard. See the Reading 
Assignments tab. Some of these will be marked as required, some as recommended, and some as 
optional.

3. Further readings, some but not all of them required, will be placed on reserve, either in 
the Johnson Center Library or on electronic reserve. 

1 See http://catalog.gmu.edu/policies/student-rights-responsibilities/#text .
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4. Some supplementary materials in the form of journal articles will be found either in the
Periodicals Section of Fenwick Library, or in on-line journal databases. Some of these will be 
required, some recommended, and others optional reading.

Please check Blackboard under the Reading Assignments tab at least once 
per week to see new postings and links concerning supporting materials (required secondary 
readings, recommended readings, things you might find useful in your papers, etc.).

Classwork
Class sessions begin at 4:30 PM. Students are expected to come to each class session 

having read the material assigned for that day, and prepared to discuss it or to ask thoughtful 
questions about it. Thoughtful class participation is expected. Please bring to class each day the 
text we will be discussing that day.

If you don’t have questions you haven’t done the reading.

Written Work 
        1. Two short papers (about 5 pages each) OR one short paper plus an in-class 
presentation. One of these must be selected from the options offered in the first half of the 
course (due on or before March 21) and one must be selected from the options offered in the 
second half of the course (due on or after March 21).

Most weeks, I will assign either an exegesis (a passage of text to explicate), or a question,
or an article response. Twice during the semester, you will select one of these papers to write. 
Due dates and topics will be posted to the Short Writing Assignments tab in Blackboard. (If you 
choose to do more than 2 short papers, or more than one short paper and a presentation, I will 
count the 2 highest grades.)

(a) Each of the short papers you write should be about 5 pages in length. Papers 
must be in either .doc, .docx, or .pdf format. Submit them via Blackboard. 

(b) If you elect to do an in-class presentation, it must be EITHER be on the topic 
assigned for the short paper due that day OR on a topic approved at least one week in advance by
the instructor; it must be no more than fifteen minutes in length; and notes or a written version 
must be submitted on the day of the presentation. Submit the notes or written version via 
Blackboard.

        2. Two longer papers
You’ll be able to find instructions for these papers under the Long Writing Assignments tab in 
Blackboard. Papers must be in either .doc, .docx, or .pdf format.

(a) One, on a topic pertaining to the readings from the first half of the course (Jan.
31 through March 7) and using those texts (plus others including secondary sources) will be due 
on March 20. It is to be 8-10 pages in length. Submit this via Blackboard.

(b)The second, on a topic pertaining to the readings from the second half of the 
course (March 21 and after) and using that text (plus others including secondary sources) will be 
due on May 9. It is to be 10-15 pages in length. Submit this via Blackboard.

(c) Students must submit a research question and a preliminary annotated 
bibliography for each longer paper. These are due by February 16 for the first longer paper, and 
by April 2 for the second. The earlier you submit these, the earlier I can get back to you so that 
you can get to work on the papers. Submit these via Blackboard.
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(d) Students are also strongly encouraged to show drafts of their longer papers to 
the instructor for comments (in-office conferences) before submitting the papers. 

        3. There is no in-class final exam for this course. Instead, your second longer paper is due 
on the day assigned for final exams for Wednesday 4:30 - 7:10 courses, namely May 9.

        4. For guides to writing in philosophy, a link to an online Greek-English dictionary, and 
other helpful resources, check the Writing Resources tab of our Blackboard page.

        5. The GMU Writing Center is an excellent resource for writing-related questions: 
http://writingcenter.gmu.edu (see the web page for locations and their phone numbers).

Grading
1. The short papers (or one short paper and one presentation) each account for 15% of your 
grade. The “long” papers each account for 30% of your grade. The remaining 10% of the grade 
reflects class participation. Half of this will be drawn from thoughtful contributions to class 
discussions. The other half will be drawn from thoughtful participation in the peer-review 
sessions and conferences.
        Regular and thoughtful class participation is helpful to your grade, especially in situations 
where your numerical average comes out in between two letter grades. Participation includes 
contributing thoughtfully to in-class discussions either by speaking or by submitting discussion 
questions. If there is student interest, discussions in a Blackboard discussion board will also 
count. If signs indicate that students are not preparing for class by doing the reading, reading 
quizzes will be instituted and the results will become part of the participation grade.

To earn an A on a paper, you need to: answer the research question(s) correctly (there 
may be several ways to do this); cover your topic thoroughly; follow all instructions; explain 
how you came to your conclusions if any; support your conclusions (if any) or explain why you 
have doubts; show your reasoning; make no factual errors; write clearly. You must do this in a 
way that shows a high level of understanding and clarity (for example, presenting an especially 
comprehensive explanation or an especially detailed analysis or an especially nuanced 
conclusion).

A paper that earns a B is one that gets most parts of the question(s) right, but makes some
noticeable and relevant factual error OR does not answer the question(s) completely (leaves out 
something fairly important) OR makes a relevant error in answering the question OR makes a 
relevant error in reasoning or in understanding of the point or text studied OR does not clearly 
show the student’s understanding or reasoning OR does not adequately support its conclusions.

A paper that earns a C is one that answers the question somewhat, but leaves out crucial 
points OR makes several significant factual errors  OR includes little explanation or shows little 
reasoning OR combines several of the problems mentioned in the paragraph on “B” papers and 
exams OR is not written clearly enough to convey your understanding of certain important 
points.

A paper that earns a D shows minimal understanding of the texts OR covers little of the 
question(s) correctly OR makes major factual errors that undermine your answers OR is so 
unclear that I can only tell whether a few parts are right OR includes no explanations.
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A paper will get an F if it covers less than 60% of the question(s) or topic correctly OR if 
it does not address the question(s) OR if it is so unclear that I cannot tell what you are saying.

Grades of A-, B+, B-, C+, etc. will also be given. An A- paper is between an A paper and 
a B paper but closer to an A paper; a B+ paper is between an A paper and a B paper but closer to 
a B paper, etc.
As required by University policy, a letter grade of A+ is equivalent to a numerical grade of 4.0; a 
grade of A is also equivalent to a numerical grade of 4.0; a grade of A- is equivalent to a 3.67; a 
B+ is equivalent to a 3.33; a B is equivalent to a 3.0; etc. 

For a full listing of the University’s policy for converting letter grades into numerical 
grades to compute your undergraduate GPA (grade-point average), see the University Catalog 
online at http://catalog.gmu.edu/policies/academic/grading/#text .

        2. Late assignment policy: Work that is submitted late with a documented legitimate 
excuse will be accepted without penalty. Examples of documented legitimate excuses include a
doctor’s note or emergency room receipt if the absence was due to illness; a receipt from a 
mechanic for emergency car repairs on the day of class; an official document (such as a syllabus)
from one of your other courses proving that you had a required field trip for that class on the day 
our class meets; an official document from your workplace proving that your job sent you out of 
town on the day our class meets; an official document from an athletic team proving that you had
a competition on the day our class meets; etc. The documentation must account for the 
lateness: for example, a medical note indicating that you were treated for an illness of a week’s 
duration would not be sufficient documentation to excuse submitting an assignment a month 
late.

Because the short papers cover material that is to be discussed in class on the day 
each paper is due, short papers will NOT be accepted late UNLESS you have a documented
legitimate excuse.

Other work (such as long papers) that is submitted late, without a documented legitimate 
excuse, will lose one grade increment per day that it is late. For example, an assignment that 
would have received a B+ if handed in on time will receive a B if submitted within 24 hours of 
its deadline, a B- if submitted between 24 and 48 hours late, and so on. The maximum penalty is 
two full letter grades: assignments will not be accepted more than 1 week late without a 
documented legitimate excuse.

        3. Policy on assignments that are not submitted at all: Any required assignment that you 
do not submit by the time that the last assignment is due will receive a grade of F, unless you 
have requested a grade of IN (see #4 below).

        4. Policy concerning grades of IN (incomplete): Grades of IN will be given only in either 
of the following situations: 

(1) If you request a grade of IN in writing at least 24 hours before the last 
assignment is due AND submit an Incomplete Grade Contract (available at 
http://registrar.gmu.edu/wp-content/uploads/IGC.pdf ), OR 

(2) If a sudden emergency arises less than 24 hours before the assignment is due 
AND you can provide appropriate  documentation of this emergency (as described in the section 
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on late assignments, above) AND a written request for a grade of IN along with the Incomplete 
Grade Contract mentioned above.

If you do not make a written request for a grade of IN and cannot provide documentation 
of emergency, you will receive a grade of F for each assignment that is missing.

       University policy specifies that instructors are to assign an IN only if the student has a 
very limited amount of work to complete and there is a non-academic reason that prevents 
them from completing the work within the semester. 

        5. Policy on plagiarism/ Honor Code policy: You are responsible for knowing, 
understanding, and obeying the University Honor Code and the Honor Code Statement for this 
course. For details please see the Honor Code Statement included later in this syllabus. The 
policy for this class is in accordance with University policy as outlined in the online University 
Catalog at http://catalog.gmu.edu/policies/honor-code-system/ . See also http://oai.gmu.edu/the-
mason-honor-code-2/ . If you have any questions, please ask your instructor.

        6. Academic accommodations: If you are a student with a disability and you need 
academic accommodations, please see me and contact the Office of Disability Services (ODS)
at 703-993-2474 or ods@gmu.edu . For specifics on the process of arranging accommodations, 
see http://ds.gmu.edu/ .
        All academic accommodations must be arranged through the ODS. By ‘disability’ I 
mean a learning disability, physical disability, or other condition that requires that you receive 
accommodations such as modified assignments, note-takers, extended exam time, etc. 
        The need for accommodations must be identified to the ODS and the instructor at the 
beginning of the semester (unless the need for accommodations develops after that point, in 
which case it should be identified as soon as possible after it arises). Please get the proper 
documentation from the Office of Disability Services concerning the specific accommodations 
you will need at the beginning of the semester, or as soon as it is available, so that we can set up 
appropriate arrangements. Then please take a moment (before or after class, in office hours, etc.) 
to show me the documentation and to make sure I understand exactly what you will need. 

Schedule
Please note that this schedule may change slightly should that become necessary. Any changes 
that occur will be announced as soon as the instructor knows of them. For details of reading 
assignments for each week, see our Reading Assignments tab in Blackboard.

Jan. 31: Introduction; dikē and alētheia in Homer and Hesiod
Feb. 7: Entrance of dikē into philosophy or proto-philosophy: Anaximander; dikē and alētheia in

6th-5th century poetry: Solon, Pindar, Bacchylides
Feb. 14: More on the 6th-5th centuries: The etumos (or, not the etumos) in inquiry: Xenophanes; 

dikē and logos in Heraclitus
Feb. 21: The 5th century: Aeschylus’ Eumenides and (time permitting) Prometheus
Feb. 28: Parmenides I
March 7: Parmenides II
March 21: Zeno and Melissus
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March 28: Empedocles; the Megarians
April 4: Introducing the Sophists; Sophists and “post-truth”; Protagoras
April 11: Gorgias
April 18: The Dissoi Logoi
April 25: Plato: Apology of Socrates and Meno
May 2: Aristotle: Metaphysics A, α, Γ (I, II, IV); Nicomachean Ethics E and Z (V and VI); other 

selections
(optional makeup day): Aristotle; later ancient Greek philosophy

Important Dates this Semester
Last day to add classes: Jan. 29
Last day to drop classes with no tuition liability: Jan. 29
Last day to drop classes: Feb. 23
Spring Break: March 12 - 18
Last official class meeting for this course: May 2 (we will discuss possible makeup dates to 
compensate for the missed meeting Jan. 24)

****************************************************

Resources: philosophy and research 
The GMU Library page: http://library.gmu.edu 
The Library’s “Ask a Librarian” service: http://library.gmu.edu/ask
GMU Philosophy Department: http://philosophy.gmu.edu  

Some other useful resources at GMU
GMU Writing Center, Robinson A114: http://writingcenter.gmu.edu
Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS): http://caps.gmu.edu: SUB I Room 3129, 703-
993-2380
Learning Services (academic skills, tutoring, etc.): https://learningservices.gmu.edu/ 
Disability Services (ODS): http://ds.gmu.edu : SUB I Room 2500, 703-993-2474 
University Catalog: http://catalog.gmu.edu
University policies: http://universitypolicy.gmu.edu   
Graduate fellowships: http://gradfellows.gmu.edu/ 
Career Services: http://careers.gmu.edu  

****************************************************
Honor Code Statement

        This course is conducted in accordance with the GMU Honor Code, as outlined in the 
University Catalog. The GMU Honor Code is as follows:

To promote a stronger sense of mutual responsibility, respect, trust, and fairness among 
all members of the George Mason University community and with the desire for greater 
academic and personal achievement, we, the student members of the University 
Community have set forth this honor code: Student members of the George Mason 
University community pledge not to cheat, plagiarize, steal, or lie in matters related to 
academic work.
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See also the online version of the most recent catalog: http://catalog.gmu.edu/policies/honor-
code-system/ .
See http://oai.gmu.edu for more detailed information.

        Each student is to do his or her own work; collaboration on required written 
assignments (exams, papers, etc.) is not permitted.

        All answers on written assignments must be in the student’s own words.2 Short quotations 
from the class texts or from other sources may be used, provided that all quotations are properly 
attributed (you must cite the author’s name, the title of the source, and the page number or URL 
if any). If you do not know how to do this, please  see your instructor and I will be glad to 
help you.

The Mason Honor Code on Plagiarism: http://oai.gmu.edu/the-mason-honor-code-
2/plagiarism/understanding-plagiarism/  

The Mason Honor Code on Cheating:  http://oai.gmu.edu/the-mason-honor-code-2/cheating/  

        Further clarification: Earlier versions of the University Catalog provided good general 
accounts of what is meant by ‘plagiarism’ and ‘cheating’ here, and as these are consistent with 
the current GMU Office of Academic Integrity  accounts I will continue  to use these earlier 
descriptions for purposes of clarification: 

Earlier versions of the University Catalog included under the heading ‘Plagiarism’ 
two kinds of thing. First is “[p]resenting as one’s own the words, the work, or the opinions 
of someone else without proper acknowledgment.”3 This means that if you quote from any 
source without giving proper credit to that source, what you have done counts as plagiarism, and 
will not be permitted. By ‘source,’ I mean printed material, electronic material (information from
internet sites, e-mail, etc.), films, videotapes, audiotapes, radio, television, human beings other 
than yourself, or any other presenter of verbal information. By ‘proper credit’ I mean clear 
identification of the source of each quotation you have used, including the title of the source, the 
name of the author (where available), the URL if the source is a web site, the journal title if the 
source is a journal article, the date of publication (or of download from a web site), and the 
publisher if the source is a book. If you have any question as to whether what you are doing 
constitutes quotation from a source, or if you are unsure about how to quote a source or 
how to give proper credit, please see your instructor.

The second kind of plagiarism outlined in the Catalog was “[b]orrowing the 
sequence of ideas, the arrangement of material, or the pattern of thought of someone else 

2 Hint: Assignment questions and prompts will be such that you cannot answer correctly or 
sufficiently simply by copying sentences from the class texts or other sources. You will need to 
be able to show that you have understood what you have read. (In general, I ask that quotations 
make up no more than 20% of your answer to each numbered exam question and no more than 
20% of the total length of your papers; this gives you space to answer the questions adequately 
and to discuss your quotations.)
3 This and all quotations in this Honor Code Statement are taken from the 2003-2004 GMU 
Catalog, p. 29.
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without proper acknowledgment.”  This means that if you take a passage from something you 
have read, and change a few of the words—without changing the meaning—and then claim that 
these ideas are yours (or simply fail to mention whose they are), that is also plagiarism, and is 
not permitted. There is nothing wrong with quoting (briefly) from sources; just acknowledge 
when you do it. If a source you find says exactly what you yourself think, show why you think it 
is correct. As long as you explain this in your own words, there is no problem. If you have any 
questions about what counts as “borrowing the sequence of ideas...,” please see your 
instructor, and I will be glad to help.

Both kinds of plagiarism are forbidden at GMU. 

Examples of plagiarism and examples of proper (non-plagiarizing) citation are provided at 
http://mason.gmu.edu/~rcherubi/plagiarism.html  .

According to the earlier catalogs whose descriptions this class will follow, “cheating 
encompasses the following: (1) The willful giving or receiving of an unauthorized, unfair, 
dishonest, or unscrupulous advantage in academic work over other students. 
        (2) The above may be accomplished by any means whatsoever, including, but not 
limited to, the following: fraud, duress, deception, theft, trick, talking, signs, gestures, 
copying from another student, and the unauthorized use of study aids, memoranda, books, 
data or other information. 
         (3) Attempted Cheating.”

        All such cheating and attempted cheating are forbidden at GMU. Since required 
assignments for this course specify that students are not to collaborate, any collaboration 
between students in the writing of required assignments will be considered to be a case of giving 
and receiving of “unauthorized and unfair advantage in academic work over other students.”

        Again, if you have any questions about whether something you intend to do on a paper
or exam is acceptable, please speak to your instructor before the assignment is due. I will be
glad to help you—really.

Penalties/Responses to Plagiarism and Cheating: 
A. For a first offense in this course, on assignments other than the final assignment: If there 
is evidence that a student has collaborated with others, or evidence that a student as presented 
others’ words or sequences of ideas as his or her own, that student’s paper will be invalidated, 
and the student will be required to complete a paper on a different topic, in a satisfactory manner 
within a one-week deadline. The work submitted will be assessed a penalty of one letter grade. 
Work submitted after the one-week deadline will be assessed a late penalty as outlined above 
under “Late Assignment Policy.” No credit will be given until the work is re-submitted 
satisfactorily. If the work is not re-submitted satisfactorily, that assignment will receive a grade 
of F.

B. On the final assignment, or for a second offense on earlier assignments: If there is 
evidence that a student has collaborated with others or has presented others’ words or sequences 
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of ideas as his or her own, the case will be reported to the Honor Committee. No credit will be
given unless the case is resolved with a finding of “Not Guilty.”

Note. By ‘evidence’ I mean something in writing that clearly shows proof of plagiarism or 
illegitimate collaboration. For example, if two students submit identically-worded answers; if 
two students hand in assignments written in the same handwriting when they have previously 
had different handwritings (if you are injured and suddenly cannot write, let me know of this 
before making arrangements for another student to “help you”!); if a student submits a paper 
which I find to consist substantially of material copied from a book or web site without 
attribution and I can get hold of a copy of the book or can access pages from the web site—all of 
these are cases where I would say that there is evidence of an Honor  Code violation. If there is 
any question in my mind, I will speak to the student(s) involved before making the determination
as to whether to take action.

*********************************************************************
Diversity Statement

        Philosophia, historiē, and dizēsis began in respect for diversity in ideas, cultures, beliefs, 
and ways of thinking. Their early Greek practitioners traced th development of these activities to 
Miletus, a crossroads for a variety of cultures including Greeks, Persians, Egyptians, 
Babylonians, and other cultures of the Middle East, southern Europe, and northern and eastern 
Africa. In Miletus, the first philosopher-inquirers sought out, investigated, and tested a variety of 
ideas and ways of thinking, treating foreign ideas and familiar ideas with equal respect — 
including subjecting them to equal scrutiny. The fact that an idea or person was Greek in origin 
did not incite in philosophers more respect or less respect than was due a foreign person or idea; 
and the fact that an idea was new did not make it any more suspect than an older one. 
        For the first philosophers, respect for the diverse and the familiar was compatible with — it 
even required — inquiry and testing. This is because what these philosophers valued was 
understanding, even where this went beyond and challenged what passed for understanding in 
their communities. 
        PHIL 721 endeavors to continue this philosophical project. Only by respectful yet critical 
systematic questioning will we be able to discover and move beyond the prejudices and gaps in 
knowledge we might not yet realize we have, to a more comprehensive and powerful 
understanding.

        To this end, the course will function in keeping with the University Diversity Statement, 
http://stearnscenter.gmu.edu/professional-development/mason-diversity-statement, and the 
Women and Gender Studies Program Commitment to Diversity Statement, 
http://wgstcenter.gmu.edu/about-us/diversityinclusivity-statement/ :
        “[We] seek to create a learning environment that fosters respect for people across identities. 
We welcome and value individuals and their differences, including gender expression and 
identity, race, economic status, sex, sexuality, ethnicity, national origin, first language, religion, 
age and ability. We encourage all members of the learning environment to engage with the 
material personally, but to also be open to exploring and learning from experiences different than
their own.”
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***************************************************************
University Policy on Sexual Harassment, Sexual Misconduct, and Interpersonal Violence
        George Mason University is committed to providing a learning, living and working 
environment that is free from discrimination, and we are committed to a campus that is free of 
sexual misconduct and other acts of interpersonal violence, in order to promote community well-
being and student success. We encourage students who believe that they have been sexually 
harassed, assaulted or subjected to sexual misconduct to seek assistance and support. University 
Policy 1202: Sexual Harassment and Misconduct speaks to the specifics of Mason’s process, our 
resources, and the options available to students. 
        Confidential student resources are available on campus at the Student Support and 
Advocacy Center (http://ssac.gmu.edu/ ; 703-993-3686, Crisis Line 703-380-1434), Counseling 
and Psychological Services (http://caps.gmu.edu/ ; 703-993-2380), and Student Health Services 
(http://shs.gmu.edu/ ; 703-993-2831).
        All other members of the University community (including faculty, except those noted 
above) are not considered confidential resources and are required to report incidents of sexual 
misconduct to the University Title IX Coordinator.  For a full list of resources, support 
opportunities, and reporting options, contact Dr. Jennifer Hammat, Title IX Coordinator, at 
http://diversity.gmu.edu/title-ix, at 703-993-8730, or in the Compliance, Diversity, and Ethics 
office in the Aquia Building, Suite 373.

***************************************************************
Student Privacy and Communications

        As noted earlier in the syllabus, students must use their MasonLive email  account to 
receive important University information, including communications related to this class. I 
will not respond to messages sent from, or send messages to, a non-Mason email address. Your 
MasonLive email address is the only one that I can definitely identify as belonging to you. 

***************************************************************
Policy on the use of electronic devices in the classroom

        Cell phones, tablets, laptops, pagers, and other electronic devices are permitted in the 
classroom as long as they are used respectfully, in ways that do not distract you or anyone else 
from the business of the class, that do not disrupt the activities of the class, that do not disturb 
your colleagues or instructor, and that do not constitute cheating. Please set ring tones and alarms
to a silent mode during class sessions. Distracting, disruptive, or otherwise disrespectful use of 
electronics in the classroom shows a lack of professionalism and may negatively affect your 
participation grade.


